
land attempted to teach its young actors the communication
strategies he learned while working at Microsoft. The strate-
gies require people to identify their own and others’ goals in
an interaction, to figure out an acceptable compromise,
when necessary, and then to modify their behavior accord-
ingly. When Bridgeland explained these techniques to the
group, he saw a lot of head nods, “but I haven’t seen any
changes in behavior,” he says. He speculates that either the
actors’ clashes do not arise from a communication problem,
or that the rational problem-solving techniques that worked
so well for software engineers just aren’t that interesting for

the theater’s artistic personalities.

Adopt an Attitude of Wisdom
On the first day of class, the deans of many medical schools
greet their first-year medical students with this sobering fact:
“Half of what we know is wrong. The problem is, we don’t
know which half.” After all, even leeches have been resur-
rected from the scrap heap of medical science, and are cur-
rently enjoying a second run as the stewards of severed
appendages.
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Evidence-based management works
best in wise organizations. Harvard
Business School researcher Amy
Edmondson found out that within
such organizations, employees are
seldom quiet or well behaved – at
least by traditional “the boss is
always right” standards.

In the mid-1990s, Edmondson was
doing what she thought was a
straightforward study of how leader
and co-worker relationships might
increase or decrease nurses’ errors.
She was flabbergasted when nurse
questionnaires showed that the units
with the best leadership and best co-
worker relationships reported mak-
ing 10 times more errors than the
worst!

Edmondson later realized that
better units reported more errors
because people felt “psychologically
safe” to do so. In these units, nurses
said, “mistakes are natural and nor-
mal to document” and “mistakes are
serious because of the toxicity of the
drugs, so you are never afraid to tell
the nurse manager.” In the units
where errors were rarely reported,

nurses said things like “The environ-
ment is unforgiving. Heads will roll.”

The physicians who helped spon-
sor her research no longer view error
reports as purely objective evidence.
Instead, they understand that they
are partly a reflection of whether
people are learning from and admit-
ting mistakes, or covering things up
to avoid blame.

In another study of nurses,
Edmondson and colleague Anita
Tucker concluded that those nurses
whom doctors and administrators
saw as most talented unwittingly
caused the same mistakes to happen
over and over. These “ideal” nurses
quietly adjusted to inadequate mate-
rials without complaint, silently cor-
rected others’ mistakes without con-
fronting the error makers, created
the impression that they never fail,
and found ways to do their job qui-
etly, without questioning flawed
practices. While these nurses were
getting sterling evaluations, their
silence and ability to work around
problems were undermining organi-
zational learning.

Rather than hiring smart, silent
types, Edmondson and Tucker con-
cluded, hospitals would better serve
their patients if instead they hired
wise and noisy types, like the 
following:

Noisy Complainers repair problems
right away and then let every rele-
vant person know that the system
failed.

Noisy Troublemakers always note
others’ mistakes, but do so to help
them and the system learn, not to
point fingers.

Mindful Error Makers tell man-
agers and peers about their own mis-
takes, so that others can avoid mak-
ing them.

Disruptive Questioners won’t
leave well enough alone; constantly
ask why things are done that way,
and whether there is a better way of
doing the job.

Sources: Edmondson, A. “Learning From Mis-
takes Is Easier Said Than Done: Group and Orga-
nizational Influences on the Detection and Cor-
rection of Human Error.” Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science 32: (1996): 5-28; Tucker, A. &
Edmondson, A. “Why Hospitals Don’t Learn
From Failures: Organizational and Psychological
Dynamics That Inhibit System Change,” California
Management Review 45 (2003): 55-72.
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